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BB&T Donates $500,000 to College of Business Administration
Gift said to symbolize bank's committment to the region and university
By Shelly Clayton
Sclayto2@georgiasouthern.edu

The BB&T Corporation has given GSU's College of Business Administration
(COBA) a gift of $500,000.
President Bruce Grube was presented a check and a promise from BB&T
that their partnership with the school will continue to prosper.
The funds from the endowment will be used to create a BB&T Chair of
Banking in COBA. The title will hopefully attract prime candidates for the
position, therefore bringing respect and prestige to the business schools aca-

demic program in Finance.
The $500,000 gift has been said to symbolize the bank's commitment to
the region and the university, and is an investment to further strengthen the
education of graduates and prepare them for a career in banking.
The money will also go towards the college's plan of academic distinction
by further crediting the school's finance program.
"We now have a platform from which to move this program to the next
level of distinction," said Grube.
The College of Business Administration offers an undergraduate degree in

finance with a concentration in banking. Graduates of the school commonly
secure employment in financial industries and several have established careers
in BB&T's Management Development Program.
"This will allow students more job opportunities after graduation," said
Virginia Jordan, a business administration major.
In 1990, Jimmy Hodges, senior vice president and city executive from the
Statesboro market area of BB&T, led a team of regional banks to establish the

EAGLE ENTERTAINMENT GEARS UP FOR FEBRUARY PROGRAMMING

See BB&T, Page6A

Director of IMLS to
present lecture Monday
By Natalie Gazaway
ngazaway@hotmail.com

Robert S. Martin, director of
the Institute of Museum and LibraryServices (IMLS), will present
a lecture MondayFeb. 9, titled,"The
Role of Museums and Libraries in
Developing a Learning Society in
the 21st Century."
Appointed in 2001 by President
Bush, Martin was the first librarian
to lead the Institute. His main goal
for the public is to provide them
with resources and historical facts
that only museums and libraries
can give. He believes they meet
the heeds of different cultures and communities, and are vital to a
successful society. They can be used to appreciate art, recreation,
history, education, and heritage.
While the IMLS offers a variety of programs to help with research
and extended learning, the number one goal for the 21st century is
to emphasize the availability of digital resources between libraries
and museums.
One online program, Field Trip Earth, allowed students and teachers to become involved with wildlife programs and research all over
the world. Through videos, photos, satellite calls and articles, this
program supported over 1500 classes each day and shared documents
with 100 countries.
America's museums spend over $1 billion and give over 18 million hours of education on programs for schoolchildren grades K-12.
Ninety-nine percent of libraries use technology each day in their work.
By combining the two, Martin believes government will soon become
more useful, and grant projects and services will skyrocket.
Martin has given $116,860,208 in grants to 1,027 libraries and
museums in the country. A number of those grants were awarded to
places nearby, such as the Andrew Low House, Telfair Museum of Art,
Mighty 8th Air Force Heritage Museum, and the Georgia Historical
Society, which are all located in Savannah. Others include the Georgia
Music Hall of Fame in Macon, and the St. Simons Island Lighthouse
Museum. The Consolidated Appropriation Act, 2004 was recently
signed by President Bush, providing the IMLS with an increase of 10
percent for their programs.
Showing their support for September 11th, IMLS teamed up with
the American Association of Museums to create a web site called, "A

Martin

Month filled with social events, movies, Spring Break planning
By Natasha Y. Hartry
nhartry@yahoo.com

Nowthat students are backto their usualschedules.EagleEntertainment Team
Leaders and volunteers are hard at work planning events for this semester.
Michael Terrell, tradition and spirit coordinator, talked about the overall
goal of Eagle Entertainment for this semester, which is, "to frequently provide
quality programming for students," he said.
According to Terrell, there were not as many programs held for students on
a regular basis last semester, but things will be different this spring.
All students should have received a detailed calendar of Eagle Entertainment
events to be held throughout February in their post office box. Terrell also
said that over the Christmas, break volunteers, team leaders and coordinators
brainstormed and thought of other ways to get more students involved in Eagle
Entertainment programs.
One of the biggest events sponsored is the up and coming third annual Spring

Break trip in which participating students will travel to South Beach Miami.
Students will have the choice between a deluxe and a luxury trip package.
Contact the Student Activities Center for more information.
Don't forget about First Wednesdays Live Coffeehouse Series to be held
the first Wednesday of each month with Open Mic and Poetry Slam for any
student who wants to express their literary or musical talents.
This month's theme was The Harlem Renaissance. The Multicultural
Student Center, along with University Housing, is sponsoring Casino Night
as a part of First Wednesdays. It will be held in the Russell Union Ballroom
where there will be a mock residence hall set up, along with the Black Iventions Black Arts Exhibit.
Eagle Entertainment's E-Cinema will also bring in popular movies including "Barbershop,""Gothika,"and"TexasChainsaw Massacre." All movies
See EE, Page6A

See Martin, Page6A

GSU student dies waiting for heart transplant
By Reuben Hayslett
Hezrions@yahoo.com

GSU student Melissa K. Harris died at the age of
twenty on January 14,2004 of natural causes relating
to heart failure.
Harris suffered from a hereditary heart defect and was
on the candidate waiting list for a heart transplant.
Harris was diagnosed with a ventricular defect at
birth. In June of 2001, doctors concluded after a battery
of testing that surgery was no longer an option and
organ replacement would be necessary.
Three years later, however, Harris passed away.
Every day, 17 people on organ transplant waiting
lists die before a donor can be secured.

Currently, there are over 83,000 people on transplant waiting lists with more being added every hour.
Last year, only about 25,000 organ transplants were
performed.
Since the organization of organ transplant surgeries
by the federal government, over 50,000 people have
died on waiting lists to receive organs.
At the moment, the number of organ donors pales
in comparison to the grossly accelerated rate at which
patients join candidate waiting lists. According to the
Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network
(OPTN) they are about 6,000 living organ donors in
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BySeth Borenstein and Sumana Chatterjee
KRT Campus

The ricin sent to top government agencies
including the White House is probably coming
from inside the United States and from a homegrown criminal rather than foreign terrorists,
investigators and outside experts believe.
"It does not bear the mark of an international
terrorist attackfsaid an official at the Department
of Homeland Security on Wednesday, who spoke
on the condition of anonymity."This is a criminal
issue.Tt is not a weapon of mass destruction."
Meanwhile, the investigation has broadened

See Heart, Page6A
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The U.S. Capitol dome is reflected in a doorway of the
closed Russell Senate Office
Building on Wednesday,
February 4. All Senate office
buildings were closed after
the poison ricin was found
in the Dirksen Building on
Monday.
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Kay recommends
independent inquiry
02-03-2004
• A cell phone was taken from a
purse in the Information Technology Building.
• Officers issued seven traffic
warnings, investigated two traffic
accidents, assisted six motorists
and one sick person.
- All Police Beat information
compliled by Luke M. Hearn and
Teresa D. Southern, News Editors.
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WASHINGTON - The former
chief U.S. arms inspector in Iraq said
last Wednesday that an independent
inquiry was needed to identify the
failures that led to erroneous U.S.
intelligence reports that Iraq had hidden stocks of biological and chemical
weapons.
Dr. David Kay, who resigned Friday
after six months heading the CIA-led
Iraq Survey Group, said he thought
the flaws included a lack of American
spies inside Saddam Hussein's regime
and'limited data" that U.S. intelligence
analysts didn't properly question.
He told the Senate Intelligence
Committee that understanding the
mistakes is crucial to ensuring "the
best possible intelligence" for future
efforts aimed at halting the spread of
weapons of mass destruction.
Kay saidhedidn'tbelieve that Saddam had stockpiles of illicit weapons
or had rebuilt the nuclear weapons
program that United Nations inspectors destroyed after the 1991 Persian
GulfWar.
Democrats sought to use Kay's assessment to bolster their charges that
Bush led the nation into a war that's
killed more than 500 American troops
on false pretenses.
Kay said intelligence analysts were
"almost all wrong" about Iraq. "And I
would certainly include myself here,"
Kay said.
Kay said U.S. intelligence agencies failed to recruit agents inside the
regime, and had become "almost addicted" to receiving information from
the UN. inspection team that exposed
Iraq's banned weapons programs between 1991 and 1998.

Court hearing for
Bobby Brown delayed
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Special Photo

ATLANTA - The preliminary
hearing for singer Bobby Brown has
been postponed from Wednesday to
May 5, a Fulton County magistrate
court clerk said.
Brown is charged with battery following an alleged fight with his wife,
fellow entertainer Whitney Houston.
Brown allegedly hit his singer-actress
wife in the face. Police said Houston
had a bruised cheek and a cut inside
her upper lip.
Brown left R&B group New Edition
in the late 1980s for a solo career. His
songs include "My Prerogative" and
"Every Little Step."
Houston and Brown have been
married since 1992. They have a 10year-old daughter, Bobbi Kristina

California First Lady
Maria Shriver quits
NBC News
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TIMVES

NEW YORK (AP) - Maria Shriver
quit NBC News on Tuesday, saying it
would be too tough to juggle a journalism job with her duties as first lady of
California.

Shriver, a Dateline NBC reporter,
said she will continue to work on
specials connected to her children's
books for other NBC properties.
Shriver took an extended leave
from NBC News when her husband,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, ran for
California governor. When he won,
she returned to work, making two
appearances as an anchor for Dateline NBC.
But she said that it became clear
to her that as first lady, her journalistic integrity would constantly be
scrutinized.
"After much soul searching, I
have asked to be relieved of my duties at NBC News," Shriver said in a
statement

Upcoming
elections vital to
Dean's campaign

Special Photo

SEATTLE - The first king salmon
sailed right through Howard Dean's
arms and skidded along the cement
floor of the Pike Place Market.
Playing catch with the fishmongers
in Seattle is a classic photo op, but for
Dean, the moment also was a perfect
metaphorical snapshot of the state of
his struggling presidential campaign.
Still, Dean vowed to fight on, seeking to
redefine the meaning of'success" after
each of the disappointments he has
absorbed over the past three weeks.
Unofficially, he picked up five
delegates of the 269 at stake Tuesday,
collecting a combined eight percent
of the overall vote in Missouri, South
Carolina, Delaware, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arizona and North Dakota.
Dean's strategists want him to
make his stand in Washington state
and Michigan, which hold caucuses
on Saturday.
Down the road, the Dean high
command is banking on carrying
Wisconsin, a stand-alone primary on
Feb. 17, where the winner conceivably
could dominate the political news of
the day and get a bounce. Dean campaign officials say they plan a "major
buy" of advertising in Wisconsin, after staying off television in the seven
Tuesday states.
The idea is to lure Kerry into a
one-to-one competition heading into
Super Tuesday contests on March 2,
which include California, Ohio, Georgia and New York.
Veteran Democratic strategists
unaffiliated with the remaining
contenders question how long Dean
can credibly 'fight before even his
hard-core Internet supporters get
discouraged. The two large unions
backing Dean, the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees and the Service Employees
International Union, are pressuring
the campaign to post a win, any win,
anywhere.

Methamphetamine
fear cuts cold-pill
access
SPRINGFIELD, 111. - Responding
to the growing use of over-the-counter medications to make illegal drugs,
an increasing number of stores are
restricting access to commonly used
cold, sinus and allergy remedies that
contain ingredients of powerfully addictive methamphetamine.
Wal-Mart and CVS Pharmacy are
among large chains that have clamped
down on cold-product sales. All now
limit the quantity that a shopper can
buy in one transaction.
The moves are aimed at cracking down on thefts of such wellknown products as Sudafed, Actifed,
Dimetapp Extentabs and other nonprescription decongestants.
- All News Briefs compliled from
wire reports by Luke Hearn and Teresa
D. Southern, News Editors.
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Case of mistaken
identity causes hassle
for West Virginia man
PRINCETON - Jack Whittaker
has heard a lot of hard luck tales in
the past year from people seeking help
from the winner of the largest individual Powerball jackpot in history.
But he can't help them. He's not
that Jack.
Ever since the other Jack Whittaker, a millionaire1 businessman
from Scott Depot, won the record
$314.9 million Powerball jackpot
on Christmas 2002, the Princeton
man has been inundated with calls
and letters from people across the
country asking for money.
The calls and letters tapered off for
a while, but they resume every time
the Powerball winner makes the news,
such as when he was recently arrested
en a drunken drive charge.
When Whittaker tells callers they
have reached the wrong Jack, some
pecome irate.
"We had one guy call and my
{laughter answered the phone," he
Jaid. "My daughter told him I wasn't
that Jack Whittaker and he got pretty
Jvild and started cussing her."

O

Iowa

■ Man charged with
■ using BB gun in $5
robbery
- IOWA CITY- A man police say
used a BB gun to rob a woman of $5
could face up to 25 years in prison.
Eugene C. Cardine, 18, of Iowa
City, was charged Monday with firstdegree robbery.
- The victim told police she was
held up sometime before 2:30 a.m.
Monday near Sycamore Mall and the
Kirkwood Community College Iowa
City campus.

Cardine later told police he robbed
a woman using a BB gun that closely
resembled a real gun and took $5, said
Iowa City police Sgt. Brian Krei.
Police have not recovered the
weapon, Krei said.
Cardine was being held Tuesday in
the Johnson County Jail on a $25,000
cash-only bond.

o

Pennsylvania

Police dog accused of
racial profiling again
MCKEES ROCKS-A police dog
cleared two years ago of racial profiling has been accused of biting a black
teenager during a demonstration at a
middle school.
A McKees Rocks councilwoman
and the girl's parents said a K-9 officer had to pry the dog's jaws apart
to free 14-year-old Angela Kirkland
on Thursday. It was the second time in
19 months the dog has been accused
of attacking a black child.
In 2002, town officials ordered a
two-month investigation to determine
if Dolpho, a German shepherd, was
singling out blacks while on patrol.
In the previous incident, Dolpho
escaped from a police vehicle when a
quick-release button on the belt of K-9
officer Shawn B arger was depressed as
he wrestled with a drug suspect. The
dog bolted from the K-9 wagon when
the door opened and bit a 9-year-old
boy who was playing nearby.
Barger was also handling the
dog Thursday at Sto-Rox Middle
School.
McKeesport police would not
comment on the most recent allegations.
Councilwoman Wanda Jones
Dixon once again asked that Dolpho
be retired. She wants the dog euphemized or locked away, though she said
race is not the issue this time.
"I'm an animal lover and I feel
very bad for-the dog," Dixon said.
"But you can't keep a dog out there
that's attacking children. For me, color
doesn't matter. He hurt a child."

The girl's parents, however, say
Dolpho only attacks black people.
"I blame the training," said Bobby
Kirkland. "I still say that that dog ...
is a racist dog."
The dog allowed a white girl to pet
it, but attacked when his daughter got
close, Kirkland said.
Kirkland said the dog tore his
daughter's pants and shirt. The dog's
teeth did not break the skin, but did
leave marks, Kirkland said.

o

Georgia

Bushmobile unveiled
to public in Savannah
SAVANNAH- What's red, white
and blue, runs off a 72-volt battery
and has a top speed of 25 mph? The
president's official Bushmobile for the
summer Group of Eight summit.
G-8 organizers on Monday
unveiled the electric car - which
resembles a golf cart the size of a
Volkswagen Beetle-customized for
President Bush to cruise around Sea
Island during the June 8-10 meeting
of world leaders.
Leaders of the remaining seven
countries attending the summit in
coastal Georgia need not be jealous.
They'll each get similar rides decked
out with decal motifs based on their
own national flags.
The cars are made by Global
Electric Motorcars of Fargo, N.D., a
subsidiary of Daimler Chrysler. With
12-inch wheels and open sides, they
work as high-end golf carts.
Butthey're also street legal in areas
where the speed limit is 35 mph or
less, with seat belts, headlights, mirrors and even windshield wipers as
standard features.
Capable of driving 30 miles
between charging, the vehicles are
perfect for a secluded resort like Sea
Island, which is only 5 miles long and
half-a-mile wide, Bennett said.
The four-seat model the summit
leaders will drive -minus the flashy
flag decals- retails for $8,995.

o

Colorado

Colorado woman
survives 75-mile ride
in runaway car
DENVER-Awoman was shaken
but unhurt after a wild, 75-mile ride
at speeds over 100 mph that began
when her brakes failed and her car
accelerated out of control.
Police finally stopped the car on
a highway west Denver by getting a
cruiserinfrontofit, slowing gently till
their bumpers touched, then bringing
both vehicles to a stop.
"It had a mind of its own," 20-yearold Angel Eck said Sunday. The car
"kept accelerating,' and my foot wasn' t
even down on the gas."
Eck was westbound on Interstate
70 in Limon Friday night when her
1997 Pontiac Sunfire began racing out
of control. Nothing she tried would
slow the car down.
She flipped on her hazard lights
and dodged traffic while trying her

cell phone, but she was out of her
service area.
She nearly slammed into the back
of a semi trailer and swerved off the
highway three times to avoid hitting
other vehicles, including one packed
with kids, she said.
After about 45 frantic minutes, she
was able to reach a friend on her cell
phone. He called 911.
Police cleared the highway as Eck
made her way across Denver. When it
appeared they had no other options,
officers Gary Ayers and Troy Bisgard
decided to slow Eck's car with their
cruiser.

o

Nebraska

Light bulb requires
three hours to change
LINCOLN- How many state
workers does it take to change a
light bulb?
If you're talking about the bulbs
in the 3,500-pound chandelier that

hangs in the state Capitol Rotunda,
the answer is five or six.
The delicate process of lowering
the bronze chandelier to change its
136,40-watt light bulbs, which happens about once a year, took place
Friday.
"It's real critical when you
come to land it," said Tom Kaspar,
an architect with the state building
division. "It's like the lunar lander
coming down."
The chandelier hangs on a steel
chain 80 feet down from the top of
the Rotunda's dome and 30 feet above
the ground.
"This is way too high to use a lift
or scaffold on," Kaspar said.
A winch housed in a closet on
the seventh floor raises and lowers
the chandelier. It takes two people
about half an hour to bring it all the
way up or down.
"I throw 100 cranks in myself,"
Kaspar said.
About three hours after the first crank
of the winch early on Friday morning,
the chandelier was back in place and
shining bright again.
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This Valentines Day,
surprise your sweetheart with
something unique from

AllTech Tanning ana Boutique

"Home of the Big Shoe Chair"

Surprise her with special gifts from
handbags to jewelry or make him
something yummy with our special
Valentine mixes of cookies, fudge or
chocolate fondue for two

Purchases worth $25- or more get a
special delivery to your special someone
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University Store
This is the ONLY time this semester you will be able to purchase a class ring.
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Our Opinion

»

Nippplegate: putting your body
parts where your mouths are
For years now, all sorts of primetime television programs have pushed the
limits of what the FCC considers "decency."
So why, when someone actually performs on the ideas presented, does the
FCC and every television watchdog group get up in arms?
Unless you've been watching only the History Channel since last Sunday
night, you're probably privy to the stunt pulled during the Super Bowl Halftime
Show. No, we're not talking about the P. Diddy and Nelly duet. During a duet
performance that MTV had billed to promise "shocking moments," Justin
Timberlake ripped off a piece of Janet Jackson's top, revealing her breast.
Whether or not it was unintentional, as MTV continues to say (though it
does seem strange that Timberlake's last sung lyrics before the incident were
"gonna have you naked by the end of this song"), is irrelevant.
The real issue is the simple fact that various television shows including
those produced by CBS have talked about sex, sexual acts, sexual parts of the
body and other seemingly lewd topics. So when Janet Jackson fell out of the
norm (excuse the pun) by exposing her breast on national television in front
of millions, why are there so many people making a fuss over it?
I suppose it's one thing to mention the "ugly naked guy" and a completely
different hemisphere to actually show him in his nude glory.
In all honesty, most if not all of those who might be considered too young
to see a little more of Janet than most will probably be looking at something
much more raunchy in the next few years.
But until Courtney Love and Slipknot are booked for Super Bowl XXXX's.
Half Time show, I think those watchdog groups can rest easy.
What happened last Sunday was just a slip of the breast.
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War on drugs does more harm than good
In 1982, Ronald Reagan announcedhis intent
to wage the "War on Drugs."
Since then the U.S. has spent billions of
dollars annually to prosecute, or persecute if
you will, millions of non-violent, taxpaying,
American citizens.
Our government has created a system that
values incarceration over rehabilitation. Two
thirds of drug control appropriations are spent
on law enforcement, leaving only a third of
the budget for treatment and prevention. This
makes very little sense because the American
Medical Association states that Addiction is in
fact a disease. A disease requires treatment by
qualified professionals, not prison time.
The American government also spends millions of our tax dollars on useless propaganda.
NIDA (the National Institute on Drug Abuse)
recently conducted studies that showed that
those damn ads (costing roughly 150 million
a year) were having little if any favorable effect
on teens, the target audience. That's because they
aren't stupid.
Truth: Smoking pot does not make you a
terrorist. It makes you a pothead.
Students convicted of drug charges are
punished twice. In addition to any fines and or
incarceration they may face upon conviction,

they also lose eligibility for financial aid (while
murderers retain their eligibility). But it doesn't
stop there. Our country has even given billions
of dollars to support a violent regime that is destroying an already poor country and damaging
thousands of acres of rainforest.
For instance, the U.S. has spent over 2.5
billion dollars to date on a project called Plan
Columbia. The basic goal of Plan Columbia is
simple: To eradicate Coca plants in hopes ,of
eliminating cocaine. The plan includes hiring
contractors from a corporation by the name of
DynCorp to fly fumigation planes over crops
in Columbia.
These sprayings are by no means precise;
a plane flies over fields and sprays industrialstrength Round-Up onto crops. This spray,
originally created to kill weeds, is known as an
organophosphate. According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, overexposure to
organophosphates can over stimulate the nervous system causing blurred vision, increased
sweating, nausea, vomiting, muscle spasms, and
in extreme cases, death.
Imagine if you were enjoying a nice day outside and a plane flew over and sprayed poison
on you. This happens daily in Columbia, and
our government is responsible.
See Nease, Page 6A
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LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns
from people both inside and outside the GSU community. All copy .submitted should be
typed, preferably via email or on Macintosh diskin Microsoft Word format. All submissions
must be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for verification. The
editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A
writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether
or not to print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Relationships & Sex

SPEAKING OF...

Relationship patterns

It's amazing really.
At 6 a.m., you can discover the meaning of life, or unwrap the mysteries of the human condition. Well, maybe
not the meaning of life. But you can certainly learn a lot
about yourself and others over casual conversation and
snackable foods. (Coffee sometimes helps, too.)
In the wee hours of the morning, working on three
hours of sleep, you can discover the secrets to relationships and all their baggage. Well, I did. - Or something
like it!
I have uncovered the "Relationship Zodiac." And just
in the nick of time, too. With Valentine's Day rapidly
approaching, I want everyone to know what they might
be getting themselves into.
The Sword in the (Stepping) Stone
You like to find someone, anyone to help build your
own self-confidence, then use that person to springboard
to the next person.This is agreat tactic... until theperson
you were stepping towards gets the heck out of dodge,
and the person you used to get to Step 2 is long gone.
Looks to me like you're back on the ground floor. Learn
to appreciate what you have - Or, eventually, you'll wake
up and realize that you don't have anything at all.
Process of Elimination
You tend to find almost identical people to date.
You merely eliminate one problem from the previous

• >

relationship, and use that as a roadmap to creating the
perfect companion. There is no such thing as the perfect
mate (Prove me wrong, I dare you!). You're going to have to learn to accept people for who,
and what they are if you expect to be treated
the same way.
Just Desserts
Yummy! Everyone has a sweet tooth, and
you're the worst! You appreciate the fine nuances of most things. You're the same way in DeMarc Campbell
relationships. Even the smallest thing is a big
Columnist
deal to you. You tend to date people that are
good to you... but definitely not good for you.
If things tend to be too good to be true... they probably
are. Chocolate is great, until you get your first cavity.
Reach for the Stars
The less likely a goal is to be achieved, the better. Unobtainable is the word du jour. If you reach for something
you know you can never have, it tends to be a lot easier
to cope when you don't reach it. Is this your way of not
getting hurt, or are you just a glutton for punishment?
Life's a circus, and you're using multiple safety nets.
Window Shopper
The "Just Browsing" version of the Stone Stepper.
You've done your shopping, you made your purchases, and

iA

See Campbell, Page 6A

Today around the world

Today in history

Japan: Japanese Martyrs Day (26 martyrs • 1597)
Mexico: Constitution Day (1857 & 1917)
Finland: Runeberg Day (1804)
San Marino: Liberation Day

On this day in 1994, "Where In The World Is Carmen San
Diego" premiered on Fox TV.
On this day in 1953, Peter Pan opened at Roxy Theatre, NYC
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When You
Need It Most
• Private Baths
_1§L

• All-inclusive
apartments
near campus
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More universities recognize ASL as a foreign language '
Thursday, Febuary 5,2004

By Jamie Malernee
KRT Campus

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. - She is talking a mile a minute, but no words
tome out of her mouth.
She's giving a report on Beethoven, yet the entire classroom is silent.
Jessica House is a junior at South Plantation High in the midst pf earning
4n important grade for her American Sign Language class. Her hands turn,
jflip, brush, slap and point as she makes her meaning known, eyebrows arching. She is one of a growing number of students who are choosing to learn
the language of the deaf instead of more traditional foreign-language options
^uch as Spanish and French.
"I get really into it. I disappear into another world when I sign," House says,
.explaining why she and other hearing students are drawn to the class."Its like
jlancing with your hands."
Jj In 1977, South Plantation was the first Broward public high school to offer
American Sign Language, but it wasn't recognized as a foreign-language alternative until 1990. Now 11 high schools in the area have ASL classes. Six public
Jiigh schools offer ASL in Palm Beach County, where enrollment has more than
doubled in the past six years. In Miami-Dade, 14 schools offer ASL to about
5,680 students, although only four of those schools cater to hearing pupils.
Nationwide, ASL is also the fastest-growing foreign-language offering at
U.S. colleges and universities. Since 1998,186 new institutions have started
offering ASL - for a total of 234 higher-learning establishments serving 60,000
students, according to a 2002 survey by the Modern Language Association of
America.
Jennifer McGonigle-Collins, 31, was exposed to South Plantation High's
program as a student, went on to study the language in college, and now is the
school's only ASL teacher. To meet the high demand for classes, she teaches
seven periods straight with no planning break. She's often on campus from 6:
30 a.m. until 5:30 at night and was recently selected as a finalist for the district's
Teacher of the Year. •
"I feel like I'm giving back what was given to me," she says."To see (students)
get to a Level 2 or 3 and want to be an interpreter or a deaf teacher, that is so
amazing because what you've done in such a short amount of time is change
their life."
Many of McGonigle-Collins'students admit they initially took ASL because
they've heard the class was a simple way to satisfy the foreign-language requirements needed to get into many colleges. Although some universities still don't
recognize ASL as a foreign language, the number that do is growing.
"I'm Italian and we always talk with our hands, so I thought it would be
easy," jokes Cassie Rampone, 14.
But in McGonigle-Collins' class, they quickly learn ASL involves a lot more
than memorizing signs. ASL has its own grammar that shuffles word order and
omits or "glosses over" certain words such as "and" or "is." For example, you
wouldn't say, "I'm a junior at South Plantation High,"you'd say, "Junior, where?,
South Plantation High."
Facial expressions are almost as important as the actual signs and must
be coordinated. For example, if a person is signing a Yes-No question, their
eyebrows must arch up. With other questions, they must furrow down as the
person's eyes squint.
Many signs are so similar, a flick of the hand or a slight mistake in form
can have the signer saying a different word.
McGonigle-Collins drills her students on all this. By the second year of ASL,
there is little verbal talking in her class. By the third, only silence.
A number of the students are surprised at how often they use the language
Outside class.
' Senior Jessica Keene was originally introduced to the language by her autistic
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Crystal Folz, 16, of Davie, Florida, conveys a lesson in sign language at South Plantation High School, in Florida, on January 12.

cousin, who is unable to speak. She has taken ASL for three years and considers
herself fluent, with knowledge of more than 2,000 signs. She wants to be an
interpreter someday but is already putting her skills to good use. As a hostess
at Applebee's, she has five deaf couples who regularly come in to see her.
"I like helping people," she says simply.
Jason Weintraub, 18, has a less philanthropic reason for liking ASL, which
his older sibling also studies.
"My brother and I use it in front of my parents if we're telling secrets," he
says laughing, "or if we're in front of a girl and want to say,' She's fine,' without
her knowing."
The biggest thing about studying ASL, the students agree, is how it changes
your perspective on the deaf. Before, most said they really didn't think there
were many deaf people around, even though their school is home to a cluster
program of about 65 deaf students.
"You would normally not notice it. But once you know (the language), you
see things completely differently," says senior Darcil Gangoo, who says she has
made friends because of ASL. "They are excited because they see more people
getting involved. They don't feel so secluded."
McGonigle-Collins is proud of her students' enthusiasm and the district's
willingness to expand ASL offerings. There was a time when ASL wasn't even
recognized as a "real" language worthy of study.
Unlike other foreign languages, there is currently no state certification for

teaching ASL, which educators say would help control the caliber of the teachers.
For example, McGonigle-Collins says a student who transferred from another
school had been learning the equivalent of sign-language baby talk.
"It is a big problem since it's up to the principal to hire and most have no
idea what makes a qualified ASL teacher," agrees Glenna Ashton, past president
of the Florida American Sign Language Teachers Association."Too often many
are unqualified to teach ASL as a foreign language. They may know Sign English
or have only taken a few classes either long ago or recently."
Last year, the Legislature passed a law that will change this, requiring ASL
teachers to be certified by the American Sign Language Teachers Association
by 2006 and by the state by 2008.
"With more and more schools offering ASL, I'm hoping we can build (the
quality) up around the county," said McGonigle-Collins. "If we're encouraging
the kids "You can do better,'we have to do that ourselves."
To learn more about American Sign Language and finger spelling turn to
the Web. Among the dozens of sites are:
• where.com/scott.net/asl
'www. nidcd. nih.gov/health/hearing/asl. asp
'Www.masterstech-home.com/ASLDict.html
• www/deaflibrary.org/asl/html
'Www.lessontutor.com/ASLgenhome.hthl
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These are not the only consequences of the spraying
campaign. Fumigation also poisons drinking water,
and destroys farmlands, rainforests, and food crops
greatly increasing the likelihood of famine in an already
poverty-stricken nation. In addition, the School of the
Americas located at Fort Benning trained 10,000 of
the soldiers in the Columbian military.
The SOA has long been criticized for its methods.
SOA-trained officers who head the Columbian military have been responsible for numerous atrocities
committed against the Columbian people, which have
even included physical torture and dismemberment.
But the funniest thing of all is that DEA studies show
that there has been no decrease in cocaine imports to
the U.S. from Columbia. In fact, Columbian cocaine
production increased by 11 percent.
I have grown up amidst the drug war. I made an

^CAMPBELL, FROM PAGE
And you're as happy as a clam. So why are you
^till watching? Looking for the next great thing
|o appear from around the corner.? Seems to me
jjike you should concentrate of what you have, or
You'll soon be back to square one, and you'll be
Jhere all alone.

i

Opposites Attract
If it's good enough for magnets, it's good enough
jor you, right. No one wants to date a carbon copy
pi themselves, so you find someone completely
•opposite. This will definitely give you something
Jo talk (read: argue) about. You find your complete
%nd total opposite! Now... if you could only agree
"pn something to do together.

I

Daily Shuffle
My, are you flexible. A little too flexible if you
jjsk me. Your last significant other liked their eggs
[Scrambled with cheese, but if you want your eggs
(«unny-side-up, then eat them sunny-side-up. Don't
|>e the barking, hopping princess from Coming to
^America. Have a personality of your own. It's a little
Sknown fact that most people can't stand to be alone
ijwiththemselves.so turning into thatperson probably
|sn't such a good idea.
I

The Parent Trap
So, your relationship with your parents is great!
$0 why is it that your significant other has become

"A" in my DARE class. It was ingrained very deeply
in my head from a young age that I should "just say
no." But luckily for me there was one concept that was
hammered home even harder. This was the idea that
I should make educated decisions based on facts and
think for myself. The Drug War is not helping me or
protecting me. It deprives me of some my most basic
rights, one of which is control over what I can put
into my own body.
Voltaire once said "It is a dangerous thing to be
right when the government is wrong."
It may dangerous,but anything worth having comes
at a price, including freedom.
I am a peaceful, productive, taxpaying, (otherwise
law-abiding) citizen of this country, and I smoke pot.
There I said it. Maybe, if others would too, then we
wouldn't have to live in fear anymore.

"A Day of Rememberance." This site
will inform people of upcoming commemorations and memorial concerts
in their communities.
Martin is also working to build
the International Children's Digital
Library, which will be freely avail-

BB&T, FROM

able to all young people across the
world.
Robert Martin's lecture is free and
open to the public and will be held
in the Nessmith-Lane Continuing
Education Building room 1908 at
6:30 p.m.

RICIN, FROM PAGE IA
beyond Washington to Chattanooga, Tenn. Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist,
R-Tenn., said late Wednesday that tests are being conducted at a postal facility
there for the presence of ricin. He declined to elaborate. Others, who wouldn't
be quoted by name, hinted of fears of possible contamination from processing
one of the letters.
Ricin-tainted letters sent earlier in the fall were signedby"FallenAngel," who
described himself as a U.S. business owner who had a gripe against a Department of Transportation rule that increased the amount of sleep required for
truckers. Now investigators are trying to see if ricin found Monday in Frist's
mailroom is somehow connected to those earlier letters.
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College's Center for Banking
Excellence, which allows programming and applied research
for regional bankers.
According to the Dean of
COBA Ronald E. Shifler, the
person who fills the position will
be busy.
"The Chair of Banking will be
expected to interact with the regional banking community to establish internships and placement
for students, conduct research
related to the financial services
industry, and teach upper level
banking courses," Shifler said.

HEART, FROM PAGE IA

your third parental. Nag, nag, nag. Sure, you heard
them the first time, but if you haven't changed anything, you deserve to be nagged a little. Very little!
My advice to you? Nip this in the bud... Fast!
Christmas Eve
Everyone loves Christmas (or whatever holiday
you celebrate)! All the pretty presents, and glittering
bows, it's too bad the wonder and mystery have all
but vanished by Christmas Day. The pretty boxes
stop being so pretty, and you can see everything for
what it's worth: face value. New puppies are nice...
until they crap on your favorite shoes. Know what
to expect before you get too excited, and lose your
receipt. There are things even Wal-Mart won't take
back without one.
1

Worship Me!
Nothing builds your self-esteem like a significant
other who was a groupie in a former life. Everyone
loves a good ego stroking, but some things shouldn't
be stroked for too long, or they start to cause problems. Date on your level, because everybody knows,
mutual stroking is far better than playing it solo.
Abra-Kadacra!
You've got the perfect somebody, and the perfect
relationship; Now... it's time to stop dreaming to
see the reality of some things. You're the kind of
person that has rose-tinted glasses permanently

rubber cemented to your temples. It's all razzledazzle, and you're the only one who was invited to
the show. You're so in need of something magical
and wonderful, that you take the mundane and
ordinary and make it extraordinary! Better wake
up and smell the coffee, because you never know
when a tiger's ready to pounce and just ruin the
rest of your week.
Emotional Stock Broker
Wall Street doesn't hold a candle to you. Your life
is all about return, and investment. Never one to put
all your eggs (or faith) in one basket, you divide and
conquer! In addition, as any Stock Market guru will
tell you, you want little risk and big returns. Too bad
people don't work exactly the same way. And, too
bad no one told you! Sure, it's nice to invest very
little to get a little something. But, in the end, it's
those high-risk investments that pay off. If you're
going to invest, have something to show for it...
besides an STD.
Columnist Note:
Startingnextweek (barringdisaster, orapersonality-alteringknock to the head), lookfor a change in the
way my columnfeels and reads. Up until now, "Speaking
of." has been very objective, but I've decided to add
a dash of introspection. Some of the problems I talk
about will soon have names (sort of), and you'll get to
follow the misadventures. Good tihies, indeed.

the United States. That figure is only slightly less than the number of people
who are projected to die this year while on waiting lists.
Anyone can become an organ donor by stating his or her intent while
renewing or applying for a driver's license.
Melissa Harris was a sophomore at GSU majoring in broadcasting. She is
survived by her parents, Hazel and John Harris, and brother, Robert Harris.
Services were held for her memorial on January 16,2004 in her hometown
ofFolkston.GA.
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will be shown in the Russell Union Theater. Tickets are $2.
Anthony Ferrell, Global Awareness team leader, said he would like to see
more people come to First Wednesdays. He added that he doesn't want students
to feel like the program is geared towards a particular group.
"We would like to promote more diversity in our First Wednesdays program
amongst the students," Ferrell said.
Ferrell said most of the programs held by Eagle Entertainment are free
and students don't have to pay. Michael Terrell also added that since Eagle
Entertainment is funded by the student activity fees, students are already paying
for most of the programs and should participate.
Eagle Entertainment members are always looking for volunteers to help get
these projects under way. In recruiting volunteers, Terrell said Eagle Entertainment reaches out to various campus organizations, and at the beginning of
each semester there are information sessions for people who are interested in
joining their team. General meetings for interested students are held monthly
on Monday nights at 7 p.m. in Russell Union room 2042.
"It's never too late to join Eagle Entertainment. Whatever interest you have,
there's a committee for it. So just come out and play," Terrell said.
For more information, call the Student Activities Center at 486-7270.
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Sewak adds 13 on National Signing Day Knight avoids major penalty for argument
By Eli Boorstein

By Brian Davis

Nietsroobl 7@hotmail.com

KRT Campus

When recently-hired defensive
coordinator Joe Tresey enters summer practice, he will have 10 new
high school recruits to add to his
arsenal.
Head coach Mike Sewak announced the Eagles' 13 signees
on Wednesday, all but three being
defensive players.
Help on defense became a mustneed for Georgia Southern after
many labeled that as one of the
contributing factors to the Eagles'
lackluster 2003 season, one that saw
the firing of defensive coordinator
Rusty Russell and defensive backs
coach Levorn Harbin.
"The quality of this signing class
might be measured by the number
of defensive linemen we were able
to bring in," said Sewak. "I feel like
they will have the opportunity to
help us quickly."
With a limited amount of scholarships available, Sewak mentioned
his intent on recruiting academically as well, calling this year's class
one of the most gifted groups of
recent years.

LaVene Bell/STAFF
Head coach Mike Sewak will look to rebound from a defensive off-year as
he welcomes in 10 new defensive recruits among 13 total.

ORtiU SOUTHERN FOOTFALL SIGNEES
PLAYER
Korey Alexander
Jerry Barker
Larry Beard
Patrick Bolen
Dedrick Bynam
Justin Callaway
Chris Covington
Jared Howard
Roger King
James Knight
Fernando Phillips
Tripp Russell
Casey Wingard

POS
DE
DT
DE
PK/P
SS
LB
RB
LB
CB
DL
FS
WR
OL/DL

HT.
6-5
6-4
6-3
5-10
6-0
6-0
5-11
6-1
5-8
6-2
6-0
6-4
6-0 |

WT.
HOMETOWN (SCHOOL)
250
Pickens, S.C. (Pickens Co.)
295 Summerville, S.C. (Summerville)
250
Fairburn, Ga. (Sandy Creek)
185 Guyton, Ga. (South Effingham)
190
Columbus, Ga. (Shaw)
210
Thomson, Ga. (Thomson)
190 Lawrenceville, Ga. (Parkview)
215
Jacksonville, Fla. (Ed White)
175 Fort Valley, Ga. (Peach County)
265
Chatsworth, Ga. (Murray Co.)
180
Newnan, Ga. (Newnan)
180 Duluth, Ga. (Chattahoochee)
300
Acworth, Ga. (Etowah)

Hanner to host 2005 SoCon Volleyball Championships
Charleston well-represented as postseason host in baseball, soccer, softball
G-A News Service
SPARTANBURG, S.C. - The
Southern Conference announced
on Tuesday the awarding of several championship events to a
number of communities and
conference institutions, as voted
on by the athletic directors of the
league's 12 member-institutions at
meetings held last week.
Highlighting the announcement is the decision that the
Southern Conference Baseball
Championships will remain
at Charleston's Joe Riley Park
through the 2007 season. This
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event has had great success in
Charleston, becoming one of
the nation's most well-attended
conference baseball tournaments.
Over 250,000 fans have attended
tournament games in Charleston
since 1990.
For men's soccer, the league's
ADs voted to hold the 2004 championships at Blackbaud Stadium
on Daniel Island in the greater
Charleston area. Blackbaud was
the host of the semifinal and final
rounds of the 2003 Men's Soccer
Championships. Also, the 2004
Women's Soccer Championships
were awarded to UNC Greensboro, while Furman will play host

to the 2005 tournament.
The Southern Conference
Softball Championships, which
have been held in Chattanooga
since the 2001 season, will move
to the College of Charleston's
Patriots Point Complex for the
2005 season before returning to
Chattanooga in 2006.
Host sites for the 2004-2006
SoCon Volleyball Championships were also awarded, with
Western Carolina being selected
to host the 2004 tournament. The
event will move to Statesboro, Ga.
(Georgia Southern) in 2005 and
Boone, N.C. (Appalachian State)
in 2006.

LUBBOCK,Texas - Texas Tech coach Bob Knight accepted a
public reprimand Tuesday for arguing with university chancellor
David Smith. But Knight said Smith instigated the affair at an
area grocery store by insinuating the coach had "issues."
Athletic director Gerald Myers termed the episode a misunderstanding in a news release distributed after 5 p.m. Tuesday
announcing the reprimand. It's the first punishment Knight, 63,
has received at Tech.
Tech president Jon Whitmore, who gave final approval for
the reprimand, said he considers the issue dead.
"I don't comment on personnel matters," Whitmore said.
"We're moving on with the game."
Bob Black, Techs chairman of the board of regents, said
he did not think it was appropriate to comment on internal
university matters.
Knight, however, had plenty to say after the 19th-ranked
Red Raiders defeated Baylor, 83-63, at United Spirit Arena. He
received a standing ovation afterward.
First, Knight said he had not eaten or slept much in the
last 48 hours. Then Knight gave his version of what happened
around noon Monday at Market Street, a restaurant'inside a
Lubbock grocery store.
Knight said he was standing near the salad bar when Smith,
the school's top-ranking official.approached. Smith commented
that Knight had been doing well lately. Knight answered by saying
he thought he had done pretty well since arriving in Lubbock.
Knight said he then moved 15 feet away from Smith around
the salad bar.
"He came at me from here pretty hard, saying, 'You've got
issues. What are they?' Right then is where I think that I was at
fault," Knight said. "I should have just shook my head, walked
away or done a lot of other things.
"The one thing there was that I absolutely did not instigate
anything."
Smith did not return a phone message left at his home after
Knights postgame comments. During the day, Smith started
running through the parking lot when a reporter approached.
"Talk to Dr. Whitmore," Smith said before taking off into his
BMW convertible.
Knight confirmed that school officials were talking about
levying a suspension, possibly three to five days. Knight said he
would not have agreed to a suspension but ultimately would
have accepted it out of respect to Myers, the players and the
Lubbock community.
"Gerald was the reason I came to Texas Tech," Knight said.
"He's the reason that I stay at Texas Tech."
Myers attended the news conference, as is his custom.He left
the room with Knight and was unavailable for comment.
In the news release, Myers said: "This is a misunderstanding
and has now been rectified. The matter has been resolved in the
best interest of the university."
Since the incident, students, fans, news organizations and

KRT Campus
TexasTech men's basketball coach Bob Knight escaped
major penalty after arguing with university chancellor
David Smith in a Texas grocery store. Instead, Knight
just received a reprimand.

Internet chat rooms buzzed nonstop. Rumors flew that Knight
and Smith engaged in a food fight and that Knight pulled Smith
by the necktie. There was no physical contact or damage to the
store.
Smith and Whitmore were buried in their offices all day
Tuesday. Myers'personal assistant, Judy Dewbre, said she fielded
about 80 calls before losing track around 11:30 a.m. Most of the
calls supported Knight, she said.
,
Officials inside the athletic department tried to maintain
their routine. It was almost impossible. Media outlets from
all over called Chris Cook, Tech's assistant athletic director
for media relations. Cook estimated taking 30-35 calls, no}
counting repeat calls.
"All wanted to know what was going on," Cook said.
Students who arrived early for the Baylor game said Knight
was the day's No. 1 topic.
Travis Hanby, a sophomore, said his history professor talked
about the Knight-Smith situation for the first 30 minutes of
class.
Others were more creative. One student held up a sign that
read, "Smith. Got Salad?"A handful of fans wore red shirts blar-;
inglettuce Support Coach Knight." Security confiscated several
signs during halftime, though.
Senior Kyle Clifton of Midland said the incident, regardless
of the outcome, gives Tech a black eye.
"It makes us look pretty bad," Clifton said.
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Eagles enter spring with familiar faces, new names
By Eli Boorstein
Nietsroobl 7@hotmail.com

Coach
Jeasoi
(Western

Georgia Southern has a long tradition
of having a winning athletic program.
When it comes to looking where the
success comes from, one should point a
keen eye at the Eagle baseball team. Under the tutelage of such baseball men as J.I.
Clements, Ron Polk, Jack Stallings, and,
for his fifth season, Rodney Hennon, the
program has had only six losing seasons
in over a half-century of baseball.

2003ln Review
Last season, the Eagles continued
their winning ways with a 39-21 finish.
The squad ruled their home turf at J.I.
Clements Stadium, going 22-6, but could
not muster a winning record away from
home, going 17-17 in road and neutral
contests.
Arguably the masterpiece of their
2003 run was the Eagles' 8-7 victory
in Atlanta over fifth-ranked Georgia
Tech, a team they had not beaten 20
times straight. A ten-inning, 6-4 win
over Georgia in Athens was another
high point.
However, an agonizing loss to Western Carolina in the Southern Conference
Championship, Georgia Southern was
kept at home, missing out on the NCAA
Regional for the first time in four years.
After winning nine of 11 entering the
double-elimination SoCon Tourney, the
Eagles topped VMI and Charleston before falling to Western Carolina. Wins
against UNC Greensboro and against the
Catamounts set up a final grudge match
between Western Carolina and Georgia
Southern for the title.
The Eagles seemed to have the title in
reach, scoring three in the tenth inning

against the Catamounts, who squashed
GSU's hopes with a three-spot of their
own. Then, in the eleventh inning,
Western Carolina clinched the championship when Denver Edick singled in
the winning run.
Hopes are to make a return to postseason play, but to do so, Hennon and
his club will go with a visibly different
roster.
Offense was a big part of the Eagles'
successes, led by infielder Grant Burruss.
The Marietta native batted a team-best
.348 with six homers, 20 doubles and
47 runs batted in. Along with the .333
and .329 averages of Carlos Love and
Brendan Gilligan, respectively, infielder
Rocky Baker hit from a .315 clip with
four homers and 44 RBI, while also
stealing 18 bases.

2004 Schedule
One thing Georgia Southern is
never accused of is having a powderpuff
schedule. That will prove itself in the first
month of the season.
After opening at home this weekend
with Big South member High Point, perennial national power Georgia Tech. The
fifth-ranked Jackets will come to Statesboro for a pair of games Feb. 14-15. Two
mid-week games with Georgia State follows before the weekend, when Georgia
will come to J.I. Clements Stadium.
It doesn't get much easier for the
Eagles as they will travel to Greenville,
N.C. for the Keith LeClair Invitational
Feb. 27-29. They will face host team
East Carolina, often an NCAA Regional
visitor, and national power Clemson,
who Georgia Southern lost a pair to
last season.
"It's a good measuring stick, playing

two teams in the top 10 in Georgia Tech
and Clemson," said the Eagles' Hennon.
"The Georgia tradition is strong, too, and
East Carolina has been in the Regional
the last few years."
Other non-conference action for
Georgia Southern will come win in-state
foes Mercer and Georgia State, as well as
Coppin State and Jacksonville.
The all-important SoCon season will
begin on March 6, when Appalachian
State visits for three games, followed
the next weekend by a three-game set
with East Tennessee State.
Other home conference series will
include battles with UNC Greensboro,
The Citadel and Western Carolina. The
middle game of the series with the
Catamounts' will mark the second annual Clements Crazies Tailgate.
Road conference series will include
trips to Furman, league newcomer Elon,
Wofford, Charleston and Davidson.
"The conference has gotten better
each year," Said Hennon about his league
competition this year.

2004 Roster
If the Eagles hope to return to the
NCAA Regional, they will do so with a
large share of new talent.
Behind the plate will be a test as the
Eagles lost Brendan Gilligan to graduation and A.J. Zickgraf to a possible season-ending shoulder injury. Zickgraf's
nine homers and 37 RBI will be missed,
but he'll have two capable replacements
in true freshman Luke Gordon and junior
transfer Flint Wipke. When not in the
infield, Grant Burruss will take some
time catching.
There will also be some questions
in the infield. While senior Brandon

Burnsed is the likely choice at second
base and sophomore Greg Dowling at
first, third base and shortstop are up for
grabs. According to Hennon, Travis Adkisson, a transfer from Middle Georgia
will get the first chance at third, while
short could see a group of freshmen Cam
Caldwell and Brandon Ponder, transfer
Logan Phillips.
In the outfield is where the Eagles
will be at their strongest with most of
the familiar names and faces returning.
Junior James Payne, after redshirting in
2002, had a breakthrough 2003, batting
.328 while swiping 18 bases. The Adel
native's ability to steal bases and hit
through the holes of the infield has
drawn him comparisons to former
Eagle Chris Walker, now a farmhand
with the Chicago Cubs. Walker also
had the abilities to hit and run, while
also playing strong defense.
"Coming up, I modeled myself after
him and over the summer, we worked out
together," said Payne about Walker. "It's a
compliment to be compared to him."
Also returning from last year's outfield are Brent Stephens and Brandon
Long, who both transferred in from
SEC schools in Kentucky and Georgia,
respectively. They proved they belonged
at GSU as Stephens batted .302 with eight
homers, while Long hit .315 with 13 stolen
bases. Mike Economos and Trey Hunter
also come back after receiving less playing
time. Jason Hurst will be an intriguing
story, as he started strong last year, but
suffered a season-ending injury two
games into the season.
"Jason's excited and healthy. He'll
make us better this year," said Hennon.
Justin Klinger, a transfer from Samford rounds out the outfield.
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2004 EAGLE
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
FEBRUARY
DATE DAY

7
8
14
15
17
18
21
22
24
27
28
29
29

bsaxton681@hotmail.com

Sophomore
Pitcher
6'2"-210jbs
7-2, 3.75 ERA,
101 K in 5003

Above photos courtesy of
GSU Athletic Media Rleations.

The GSU baseball team will have to
replace three quality pitchers this season
with young talent.
Dennis Dove, Brian Rogers and
Kevin Culpepper were all drafted and
have signed minor league contracts.
Dove was tied for the team lead in
wins last season with seven, and Rogers
recorded four wins and no losses coming out of the bullpen and as a starter.
Another seven-game winner, Scott
Tolbert, transferred to another school
after originally entering the MLB amateur draft.
The Eagles will also be without
team ERA leader Steve Cogswell who
was deemed academically ineligible.
Cogswell made 30 appearances last season posting a 3-1 record and a paltry
1.51 ERA.
All but three pitchers from last season

Charleston, S.C. • Joe Riley Park
Head Coach: Fred Jordan
2003 Finish: 32-25,19-11 SoCon
Players to Watch: 3B Chris Ard (.396,
5HR,44RBI),1B/PChipCannon(.335,
12 HR, 60 RBI/3-4, 2.95 ERA, 38 K)

STAKING

OUT THE
SOUTHERN
CONFERENCE

Boone, N.C. • Red Lackey Field
Head Coach: Troy Heustess
2003 Finish: 14-36, 8-22 SoCon

Charleston, S.C. • Patriots Point Field
Head Coach: John Pawlowski
2003 Finish: 31 -27,17-13 SoCon
Players to Watch: OF Mark Lyons
(.313,4 HR, 16 RBI), OF Brett Anderson (.284,5 HR, 23 RBI), P Matt Soale
(8-2, 2.93, 58 K)

Davidson, N.C. • Wildcat Park
Head Coach: Dick Cooke
2003 Finish: 18-27,12-17 SoCon
Players to Watch: OF Sam Navarro
(.329, 2 MR, 27 RBI), 2B Eli Benefield
(.301, 3 HR, 26 RBI), P Andy Carter
(3-6, 5.40 ERA, 57 K)

Elon, N.C. • Latham Park
Head Coach: Mike Kennedy
2003 Finish: 34-23-2,12-7 Big South
Players to Watch: OF/1 B Chris Price'
(.311,6 HR, 24 RBI), DH Mike Fratoe
(.3p2, 6 HR, 32 RBI), P Matt Garner
(8-5, 3.05 ERA, 74 K)

have left the team
in one form or another.
The young
GSU pitching staff
will be anchored
by right-handed
sophomore John
Carroll.
Last
Lewis
season Carroll
posted a 7-2 record with a 3.75 ERA in 18 appearances.
Carroll's most impressive feat was his 101
strikeouts in 81.2 innings. Junior Brian
Harrison and senior Mike Thompson
will be the only other returning pitchers. Harrison went 3-3 last year with a
5.13 ERA in-18 appearances. Thompson
made only eight appearances last season,
but did record one win.
The Eagles will also welcome the return of Jared Comstock who missed all
of last season after under going Tommy

John surgery. Comstock will be brought
along slowly with hopes to ease him back
into the rotation by late February.
"I'm not changing anything," said
Comstock. "I'm just going to throw
strikes and let the defense work behind
me."
New pitching coach Brett Lewis faces
quite a challenge. Lewis, a former Eagle
pitcher, was named to that position in
August of last year. As a player he was
named the 2002 Southern Conference
Tournament MVP. He also spent a season
and a half with the Evansville Otters of
the Frontier league.
Lewis will be replacing Sean Teague,
who spent four seasons at GSU before
taking the pitching coach job at Tulane
University. Head coach Rodney Hennon
believes that Lewis' youth will help the
team's young pitchers.
"[Hiring Lewis] is big for a team of
young pitchers. He knows what it was

like to be a player here."
Lewis will have only five pitchers with
collegiate experience, including sophomore transfer Joe Maley, who transferred
from South Georgia College. The rest of
his staff will be filled out with seven true
freshmen. Though they are young Lewis
believes they are "quality freshmen."
"They've come a long way since
showing up in August."
If GSU hopes to win their seventh
SoCon championship since 1993 they
will need their young pitchers to step
up quickly.
On Saturday, true freshman Dustin
Evans will have the opportunity. The 6foot-4,200-poundTaylorsville native will
start the first game of the season against
the High Point University Panthers. Brian
Harrison will start the second game of
the double header, followed on Sunday
by another true freshman, Everett Teaford
from Alpharetta.

OPPONENT

TIME

HIGH POINT (DH)
HIGH POINT
GEORGIA TECH
GEORGIA TECH
GEORGIA STATE
GEORGIA STATE
GEORGIA
GEORGIA
MERCER
#at East Carolina
#vs. Clemson
#vs. Clemson
#at East Carolina

1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
4:00
4:00
1:30
1:30
6:00
1:00
1:00
12:30
4:00

MARCH
DATE DAY

6
7
8
12
13
14
16
17
19
20
21
24
25
27.
28
30

OPPONENT

Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Tue.
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Wed.
Thu.
Sat.
Sun.
Tue.

•APPALACHIAN STATE
•APPALACHIAN STATE
•APPALACHIAN STATE
•EASTTENNESSEE STATE
•EASTTENNESSEE STATE
•EASTTENNESSEE STATE
at Georgia
at Georgia
*at Furman
•at Furman
*at Furman
COPPIN STATE
COPPIN STATE
a} Georgia Tech
at Georgia Tech
at Mercer

TIME
4:00
4:00
4:00
7:00
4:00
1:30
5:30
4:00
7:00
6:00
1:00
6:00
4:00
1:00
1:00 ■
6:00

APRIL
DATE DAY

2
3
4
6
9
10
11
16
17
18
23
24
25

Former Eagle Lewis returns to helm young pitching staff
By Brian Saxton

Sat.
Sun.
Sat.
Sun.
Tue.
Wed.
Sat.
Sun.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Sun.

Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

OPPONENT

TIME

*UNC GREENSBORO
•UNC GREENSBORO
•UNC GREENSBORO
at Savannah State
•at Elon
*at Elon
*at Elon
•WESTERN CAROLINA
•WESTERN CAROLINA (CCT)
•WESTERN CAROLINA
•at Wofford
•at Wofford
•at Wofford

7:00
4:00
1:30
7:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
7:00
4:00
1:30
7:00
1:30
1:30

MAY
DATE DAY

OPPONENT

TIME

6:00
1 Sat.
at Georgia State
2:00
at Georgia State
2 Sun.
6:00
JACKSONVILLE
4 Tue.
Fri. •at College of Charleston 7:00
7
8 Sat. *at College of Charleston 7:00
9 Sun. *at College of Charleston 1:00
7:00
at Jacksonville
12 Wed.
7:00
•THE CITADEL
14 Fri.
4:00
•THE CITADEL
15 Sat.
•THE CITADEL
1:30
16 Sun.
7:00
*at Davidson
20 Thu.
•at Davidson
4:00
21 Fri.
1:30
*at Davidson
22 Sat.
26-29 Wed.-Sat. SoCon Tournament
(Charleston, S.C.)

Home Games in ALL CAPS
# Keith LeClair Invitational (Greenville, N.C.)
* Southern Conference Games
(DH) Doubleheader
(CCT) Clements Crazies Tailgate

2004 GEORGIA SOUTHERN BASEBALL ROSTER
NO.

Johnson City^Tenn. • Cardinal Field
Head Coach:Tony Skole
2003 Finish: 15-36,9-20 SoCon
Players to Watch: INF Andy Howdeshell (.354, 10 HR, 33 RBI), OF/P
Tim Turner (.301, 3 HR, 13 RBI/2-7,
5.44 ERA, 97 K)

Greenville, S.C. • Furman Baseball Stad.
Head Coach: Ron Smith
2003 Finish: 32-24,17-13 SoCon
Players to Watch: INF Dominic
Frankey (.324,4 HR, 46 RBI), OF Sam
McLain (.320, 3 HR, 32 RBI), P Kyle
Funk (7-3, 5.28 ERA, 33 K) '

Statesboro, Ga. • J.I. Clements Stadium
Head Coach: Rodney Hennon
2003 Finish: 39-21,19-10 SoCon
Players to Watch: INF/C Grant Burruss (.348, 6 HR, 47 RBI), OF James
Payne (.328, 0 HR, 34 RBI), P John
Car-oil (7-2, 3.75.ERA, 101 K)

Greensboro, N.C. • UNCG Baseball Stad.
Head Coach: Mike Gaski
2003 Finish: 39-21,17-13 SoCon
Players toWatch:OF/PRyanGordon
(.416,5 HR, 50 RBI/4-2,2.59 ERA, 55 K),
OFJayMaule(.318,9HR,38RBI),PJarrett Santos (11 -5,3.30 ERA, 106 K)

Cullowhee, N.C. • Hennon Stadium
Head Coach:Todd Raleigh
2003 Finish: 43-21,22-8 SoCon
PlayerstoWatch:C/3BDenverEdick
(.286, 3 HR, 35 RBI), 3B Chris Davis
(.331,1 HR, 34 RBI), P Derrick Hawk
(10-2, 2.86 ERA, 49 K)

Spartanburg, S.C. • Russell C. King Field
Head Coach: Steve Traylor
2003 Finish: 9-40,7-22 SoCon
PlayerstoWatch: 1B/OF Steve Casey
(.341,6 HR, 25 RBI), C Scott Holloway
(.326,4 HR, 16 RBI), P Jarrod Rampey
(3-10,5.36 ERA, 53 K)

NAME

2
Luke Gordon
3
Cam Caldwell
4
James Payne
5
Brandon Ponder
7
AJ. Zickgraf
8
Flint Wipke
11 Brandon Burnsed
12
JoshLairaffiUP
15
Brian H?
16
Jasojpidrst
18
Dustin Evans
19 Thomas Turner
21
- Goff
22 Jajed Comstock
24
Everett Teaford
25
Brandon Long
26
Rhetf Barber
27
Grant Burruss
28
Greg Dowling
29 Brent StepTSSl
31
David Cogswell
32 Mike Economos
33
Trey Hunter
35 Mike Thompson
36
. Joe Maley
37
Logan Phillips
38
Justin Klinger
39 Travis Adkinson
42
John Carroll

P0S.

B/T HEIGHT WEIGHT CLASS

C
INF
OF
INF
C
C
INF

R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R

5-10

,!HP

I/I

6-2
6-1
6-1
6-4
6-2

RHP

R/R
OF
R/R
RHP- R/R
RHP R.'R

6-1
5-9
5-10

6-1
6-0
5-10

LHP
RHP

L/L
R/R

5-11
6-2 :'

OF
LHP

L/R

5-11

OF
OF
LHP
RHP
INF
OF
INF
RHP

L/R
L/C
L/L
R/R
R/R
R/R
L/L
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R
R/R

6-0
6-2
6-3
6-0
6-1
6-4
5-11

6-1
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-0
6-2

185
185
170
192
205
198
175
165
220
■190
200

225
J84
205
145
185

200
195
220
200
180
215
184
200
195
180
205
207
210

HOMETOWN (PREVIOUS SCHOOL)

Tifton, Ga. (Tift County)
Fr-HS
Fr-RS Palm Beach Gardens, Fla. (Dwyer)
Adel, Ga. (Cook) .
Jr-2L
Fr-HS Hahira, Ga. (Lowndes County)
Sr-3L New Castle, Del. (St. Elizabeth's)
Jr-TR Gainesville, Fla. (Tallahassee CO
Savannah, Ga. (Benedictine)
Sr-3L
Fr-HS
Wavcross, Ga. (Ware County)
Jr-2L
Dalton, Ga. (Daiton)
Jr-RS Tnomasville, Ga. (Jacksonville)
Fr-HS
Taylorsville, Ga. (Adairsville)
Marietta, Ga. (Marietta)
Fr-HS
Fr-HS
Hahira, Ga. (Cook)
Gainesville; Fla. (RK.Yonge)
Jr-2L
Sr-IL
Fr-HS
Sr-3L
So-IL
Sr-lL
Fr-HS
So-IL
Jr-2L
Sr-2L
Jr-TR
Jr-TR
So-TR
Jr-TR
So-IL

Columbus, Ga. (Georgia)
Homeryjlle, Ga. (Clinch County)
jprietta, Ga. (Tulane)
|wiarietta, Ga. (Pope)
apBecature, Ga. (Kentucky)
toccoa', Ga. (Stephens County)
Atlanta, Ga. (Marist)
Guyon, Ga. (Effingham Coynty)
West Chester, Pa. (Charlotte)
Midway, Ga. (South Georgia)
Candler, N.C. (Blue Ridge CC)
Hatfie!d,Pa.(Samford)
Guyton, Ga. (Middle Georgia)
Gainesville, Ga. (Gainesville)

Head Coach: #10 Rodney Hennon, fifth season (Western Carolina, 1993)
Assistant Coach: # 17 Mike Tidick, fifth seasor (Western Carolina, 1994)
Pitching Coach: #34 Brett Lewis, first season (Georgia Southern, 2003)
Volunteer Coach: #9 Craig Clarkson
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Diverse stars and styles dominate awards in an undefinable year
By Brian McCollum
KRT Campus

Need a dominant theme for the 2004 Grammys? Try this one: There is no
dominant theme for the 2004 Grammys.
Reflecting a year that saw a far-flung array of sounds and styles decorating
the pop charts, the worlds premier music awards show will be packed Sunday
with a wild assortment of acts. From the Converse sneakers to the Manolo
heels and Ugg boots, there'll be a diverse fleet of feet on the red carpet leading
into Los Angeles' Staples Center.
No sweeping trends this time around - no Year of the Woman, no Yet
Another Comeback For Rock n' Roll. No juicy head-to-head battles among
nominees. No poetic story lines awaiting a heartwarming ending, like we
saw last year when young Norah Jones snuck in and gracefully kicked the
competition's butt.
Its hard to even make fun of the Grammys anymore. After years of complaints
that the ceremony was stuffy and out-of-touch, the show's bigwigs overhauled
the balloting process, revamped the voter base, and steadily brought back the
event's credibility in the late '90s.
As the record industry continues to consolidate - it's down to three big
corporate players - America's artists and fans seem more capable than ever of

This day in history...

navigating their own way through a buffet table of musical styles. And that state
of affairs has produced one of the most diverse slates of Grammy nominees
in the glitzy gala's 46-year history.
Four artists - Beyonce, fay-Z, Outkast and Pharrell Williams - are heading
into the Grammys with six nominations apiece. Nine acts are going in with
five; several others have four. The number of Grammy categories has grown to
105 - another sign that the real story of contemporary music lies not in some
easily defined mainstream, but down among the nooks and crannies.
Still, it's the big categories that grab the attention: album, record and song
of the year, along with best new artist.
Want diversity? Have a look at contenders for album of the year: In addition
to the White Stripes, the leading ambassadors for the back-to-basics branch of
rock music, there's Missy Elliott, at last getting high-profile recognition for a
body of consistently excellent dance-hip-hop. There's the dark orchestral rock of
newcomer Evanescence. There's Outkast and its carnival of funky rap. And after
years of Grammys' neglect of the once-ubiquitous teen pop trend, there's Justin
Timberlake, vying for an award 'N Sync never even got a chance to win.
When nominations were unveiled in early December, many observers decided this was the year the Grammys finally discovered hip-hop. While that's
a convenient analysis, it's not entirely accurate. Rap was a Grammy anomaly

INTERVIEW

years ago, in the same way that street trends have always been overlooked by
the stately event. But Lauryn Hill fixed that situation in 1999, when she left
the New York ceremony with an armful of trophies.
And hip-hop will probably make more big news Sunday. Smart bettors will
put their wagers on Outkast, the colorful Atlanta duo whose stock continues to
rise - at the perfect time. Big Boi and Andre 3000 have been making ground• breaking music for more than a decade - 1998's "Aquemini" remains their
best record - but the current confluence of critical and commercial success
for Outkast makes an ideal recipe for Grammy triumph.
The group's double album"Speakerboxxx/The Love Below" was released in
late August, that means it not only made the Grammys' eligibility period in
the nick oftime.it was the reigning buzz album as the 15,000 music-industry
voters cast their ballots. Outkasfs hold on the pop world has been one of
domination. Their album remains the nation's best seller, while the singles
"Hey Ya!" and "The Way You Move" have held down Billboard's No. 1 and 2
spots for two straight months.
Outkast and funkateer George Clinton are part of a live lineup that will include sets from the White Stripes, 50 Cent,Timberlake and others.The evening's
emotional highlight will likely come courtesy of Celine Dion, Richard Marx and
Alicia Keys, who will pay a musical tribute to the ailing Luther Vandross.
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Barber Shop 2: Back in

February Sth
February 5th

Baseball
^P{^f\
GSU vs. High Pojit§:30 p.m.

Senior Recital
__——Carol A. Carter Recital HallJLpja/

r^

Business

I

Bulloch County Eagle Cli^fa Baseball
Pre-SeasonUallvi/& Cookout
WiggirisBaset|all QJmpiex/5 p.m.&6:30
V__y
p.m.

acuity Recital
Recital Hall, 4 p.m.

Carol A.

« UJ*"

■»>'

1. You Got Served
2. The Butterfly Effect
3. Along Came Polly
4. The Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King
5. The Perfect Score
6. Big Fish
7. Mystic River
8. Cheaper by the Dozen
9. Win a Date with Tad
Hamilton!
10. Cold Mountain

•

.

*

•

Starring - Ice Cube,
Cedric the Entertainer,

F'

Top 10 @ The Box Office

February 9th

y

Eve, and
Queen Latifah

February 6th

RatedPG-13

Bram Stoker's Dracula
Russell Union Theater, $2,7:15 p.m.

Women's Tennis
GSU vs. Gardner-Webb, 2:30 p.m.

1 hour, 56 minutes
Calvin, Eddie, Terri, Jimmy,

Men's Basketball
GSU vs. Western Carolina, 7:30 p.m.

Isaac, Ricky, and Dinka are
open for business again at

Student Success Conference
Nessmith-Lane Building, 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Calvin's Barbershop. Gina, a
sassy stylist at the beauty shop
•next door, is trying to cut in on
hisbusinesswhileurbandevel-

The Sure Thing

February 7th

opersthreaten the store with a
big chain establishment.

New DVD Releases
02/03/04
Lost in Translation
Under the Tuscan Sun
American Splendor
My Boss's Daughter
Blade II
'
Secondhand Lions
The Fighting Temptations
New DVD Releases
02/10/04
In the Cut
Party Monster
Intolerable Cruelty
Wonderland
The Heart of Me

.

»

•
New CD Releases 02/01/04

Handmade Paper for Your Valetine Workshop
Botanical Garden, 10 a.m.-12 p.m.

Miracle

Men's Tennis
GSU vs. Florida A & M, 11 a.m.

MONOLOGUES

Men's TennisnQ
GSU vs. Gardner-Webb, 3 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb 10th &
Wednesday, Feb 11th
Starring - Kurt Russell,

Carnevale Masquerade Ball
Russell Union Ballroom, 7 p.m.-12 a.m.

Foy Fine Arts Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Patricia Clarkson,
and Nathan West

Advance Tickets
$3 students/$5 faculty and
community
At the Door
5 students/$7 faculty and
community

Men's Basketball
GSU vs. Furman, 7:30 p.m.
Deeply Rooted Dance Theater
Performing Arts Center, 8 p.m.

Rated PG
2 hours, 15 minutes

coach Herb Brooks took the
U.S. Olympic hockey team
ing U.S.S.R. team in 1980 at
the Winter Olympics at Lake

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
2 Bedroom/2 Bath
1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Some units available for earlier occupancy.

764-3697

Placid.
Catch That Kid

Starring - Kristen Stewart,
Sam Robards,
and Jennifer Beals
Rated PG
1 hour, 42 minutes
Agirlandtwoofherfriends
devise a plan to rob a bank to
pay off an expensive debt
for her father's operation following a mountain-climbing
accident.

Sexual Responsibility Week
Is February 8-14
Free

s!
AW<*y
Give

Candy

Condom Roses
Condoms

Monday, February 9,2004
STD? Who? Not Me!!!
10am-lpm
Russell Union Commons
Wednesday, February 11,2004
Alcohol and Sex:
Do they Mix?
10am-lpm
Russell Union Commons
Thursday, February 12,2004
Safer Sex.....What's That?
10am-lpm
Russell Union Stage

Sponsored by the
Office of Health Education and Promotion
Located on the right hand side of Health Services
912-871-1732 or email us at healthed@georgiasouthern.edu
.

•

.

The true story of how

to victory over the dominat-

3 Bedroom/3 Bath
2 Bedroom/1 Bath

When the Sun Goes Down
- Kenny Chesney
Only You - Harry Connick Jr.
A Crow Left of the Murder
-Incubus
The Battle for Everything
- Five for Fighting
Forget Yourself-Church
Start Something - Lostprophets
The #l's-Diana Ross & The
Supremes
Two Horizons - Moya
Brennan
50 First Dates (Soundtrack)
-Various Artists

The CDC says at •
least 1 out of h
Americans will
contract an STD in
their lifetime.
Don't be that one!!!

New CD Releases 02/08/03
Feels Like Home - Norah
Jones
Lucky - Melissa Ethridge
Keep It Simple - Keb' Mo'
Queer Eye for the Straight
Guy (Soundtrack) -Various
Artists
College Dropout - Kanye
West
Body Language-Kylie
Minogue
America's Sweetheart
- Courtney Love

.

Billboard 200 Top 10
Albums 02/07/04
LOutKast-Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below
2. Sheryl Crow-The Very
Best of Sheryl Crow
3. Evanescence - Fallen
4. Various Artists-2004
Grammy Nominees
5. Ruben Studdard - Soulful
6.Toby Keith-Shock'nY'all
7. Various Artists - Now 14
8. Josh Groban-Closer
9. Alicia Keys -The Diary of
Alicia Keys
10. Britney Spears-In The

*

»

,

Zone
Billboard Hot 100Top 10
Singles 02/07/04

h

LHeyYal-OutKast
2. The Way You Move - OutKast feat. Sleepy Brown
3. Slow Jamz - Twista feat.
Kayne West and Jamie Foxx
4. You Don't Know My Name
- Alicia Keys
5. Me, Myself And I - Beyonce
6.Yeah!-Usherfeat.LilJohn
and Ludacris
7. Milkshake-Kelis
8. Someday - Nickelback
9. Here Without You-3
Doors Down
*
10. It's My Life-No Doubt
Top Ten Television Shows
1. American Idol (Wed)
2. American Idol (Mon)
3. American Idol (Tues)
4. Golden Globe Awards
5. Friends
6. CSI
7. Friends
8. My Big Fat Obnoxious
Fiance
9. CSI: Miami
10. 60 Minutes

.

t

*
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This Week's Featured Band:
Gut House
Flavor:
Underground Hip-Hop

By Eric Haugh
Ehaugh1_1@hotmail.com

I had a chance to interview three
of the members from Gut House
and ask them what they thought
of their demo, the music business,
and life in general. This is what they
had to say.
Eric Haugh: I guess I'll jump in
and ask, how did all of you meet?
Skinny: Me and Slim go way
back, to junior high. We knew each
other since we were nine or ten years
old playing basketball. We got real
cool like around junior high in eighth
grade. And we met Shotime our first
year down here.
EH: When did you all start rapping? When did you start writing
music together?
Slim: I think it was our first year
down here, freshman year, that's when
we hooked up.
Skinny: It really became like a
group, second semester. That was'
what... 2001, you think?
Shotime: Yeah, like 2001.
EH: So, what are you influenced
by?
Shotime: My influences are a
group called L.O.A. They are this
.mderground group from Atlanta - It
was that, and my friend Malcolm.
Malcolm inspired me when I was junior. I mean, he was already rapping,
and started rapping around me. And
f
hat's what got me into it, ya know
what I'm sayin'?
EH: So, you got really into rapping
around yourjunioryearof high school.
Then, when you came down here for
college, you met these guys (Slim and
Skinny) and figured it would be good
thing to hook up. Right?
Skinny: I mean we were already a
group before we came down here - us
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two. (Pointing to himself and Slim)
Shotime: Yeah, I had some friends
back home I would do stuff with; but
I wasn't taking it seriously till I got
down here.
EH: So, what about you Slim?
Slim: Man, ever since I was small
I was influenced by rap period. I remember when I was small my pop
would drop a little Slick Rick in the
tape player- this was back in like 88'.
Truthfully everybody has influenced
me. Everybody like Pac, Bone, Slick
Rick, LL cool J, I mean everybody,
ya know what I mean?
Skinny: I don't know, in high
school. It was like - Me and him
(pointing to Slim) we used to skip
class, go home an freestyle.
EH: What do you mean when the
two of you would freestyle?
Skinny: Like we used to skip class
and freestyle. And we would record on
a little tape recorder like this (pointing
to recorder) and went back to class
the next day so everybody would hear
it. And they said, "Y'all need to take
this seriously". So, I guess you could
say my peers influenced me to do it,
ya know what I'm sayin'? I don't
know. As far as right now, I think a
real musical influence would be like,
Outkastor Jay-Z.t
EH: A real good question to ask is
what it you guys listen to as of RIGHT
NOW. Like the music you listen to
today-Ishouldsay,whatisthatyou're
really into these days?
Skinny: 70's music.
EH: Really? 70's music?
Skinny & Slim: Yeah 70's music
like Al Green, Marvin Gaye - Earth,
Wind, and Fire, The O-Jays, the Isley
Brothers.
EH: What is it about the classic
stuff that you like? Is it the melody?
The beat?
Slim: Its just mellow music; music
you can sit back and chill to.
Skinny: Yeah, its REAL music
you can listen to.
Shotime: It like takes you out of
that aura of the constant steady beat.

It actually has a "change" in it.
EH: Interesting. Let me ask you,
what is it that is going to make Gut
House unique? I mean what is it
that will make you distinctive, in
a musical world that is dominated
mostly by rap.
Shotime: Hopefully that we'll be
able to change when hip-hop can't
change. Not necessarily changes
our whole style, but I think try to be
somewhat different, ya know what I
mean.
EH: If you take all these influences your talking about, and there
are certain qualities about this music
that will mix together and make you
distinct?
Skinny: Imeanthat's/7ar/of what
will make us different. I mean there
are a lot of people that are either or.
I mean there are a lot of people out
there with good beats or whatever.
However, they're not saying anything
with it. Then there are some people
who can rap but the beat isn't there.
I think we got both, good beats AND
vocal talent. There are only a few
people out there who can really do
both.
Shotime: Also, everything is in
the album is our own material. Like
for example, Jay-Z and them [production crew], when they started out,
they weren't making they own beats.
Even Outkast just started making thenbeats. Likewise, Slim and Reggie
make most of our beats -1 might do
a beat every now and then, but it is
our original own stuff. That's what
will make us different
EH: Ok so your music is original,
you do not just sampled.
Skinny: We don't just use a
producer; our producer is part of
Gut House.
EH: I think that's a wrap guys. I
appreciate letting me interview you.
If you would like to hear the demo,
GUT HOUSE Vol. 1, then call Skinny
or Slim at (404) 483-3422 or (678)
923-2588.
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Mystic Stars: weekly horoscope

Crossword
ACROSS
Jittery
Pretense
That's gross!
Strong
animosity
15 John who played
Gomez Addams
16 Anti-gun-control
grp17 Venetian blind,
for example
19 Volleyball filler
20 Takes care of
21 Components
23 Creamy color
25 Type of setter or
stew
26 Seattle player
30 Ray
31 In the midst of
32 Assumed name
35 Rope-a-dope
pugilist
38 Part of speech
39 Group of trees
40 Headliner
41 Unit of work
42 Napped
43 Shorthand, for
short
44 A nephew of
Donald Duck
46 Fast month of
Islam
48 Literary category
50 Rock full of
crystals
52 Free access
54 Weather
phenomenon
59 VCR button
60 Heliotropes
62 Cartoon shriek
63 Avoid capture
64 Bob of the PGA
65 Former draft org.
66 Goes out with
67 Mary's friend
from New York
1
6
11
14

1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Drags behind
Falco of "The
Sopranos"
Inch Nails
Brewskie
Overacting
Freon or neon

'
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64
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FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE
student and faculty ads to be run in
the George-Anne must have a NAME,
P.O. BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads
will be rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.

«- STUDENTS BEWARE
ATTENTION -- The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication.
The newspaper strives to accept ads for
legitimate products and services only.
Students are urged to exercise caution
when replying to ads — particularly those
which require a credit card number, other
personal information, or money in advance of
the delivery of a product or service. Students
are also urged to report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which they might see
in an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student
newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
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"If you love somebody, let them go.
If they return, they
were always yours.
If they don't, they
never were."
-Anon.

3?

47

54

60

7 Bridesmaid's
partner
8 Country south of
the Alps
9 Type of bet
10 Foes
11 Not lively
12 Southern side
dish
13 Severe
18 Interlaced
threads
22 Pitcher's stat
24 Declaim
26 Stable locks
27 God of love
28 Oil rig crew
29 Travel stop
30 Harmful
33 Track circuit
34 Opening bars .
36 Actress Turner
37 Pressing device
39 Shifty
40 B&O Stop
42 Plant starting plot
43 Blast furnace
45 Coffee server
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47 Fruity drinks
48 Al and Tipper

49 Some rapiers
50 Become
extinguished
51 Wear away
53 Southwestern
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stew pot
Snack
Grooving on
Necessity
Mountain in
Thessaly
61 . Plaines, IL
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utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d
in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga.
The ideas expressed herein are those
of the editor or the individual authors
and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Student Media Committee,
the administration, the faculty and staff
of Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The GeorgeAnne is published three times weekly during
the academic year and five times during
summers. Any questions regarding content
should be directed to the editor at by phone
at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113.
Readers may also send electronic messages
to the newspaper staff by visiting our web
site at http://www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F.
I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O.
Box 8001, Georgia Southern University,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or
912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising
copy is Noon, one week prior to the intended
publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: David Brennaman,
Advertising Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418;
or Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
(912)681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS:
The newspaper makes every reasonable
effort to present correct and complete
information in advertisements. However,
the advertiser is responsible for proofing
the ad upon publication and should notify
the newspaper immediately in the event of an
error. The newspaper is not responsible for
any errors in advertisements and its liability
for adjustments is limited to the amount of
space the error occupied in the ad. Further,
the newspaper is not responsible for any
damages caused due to an ad's omission
from a particular edition and its responsibility
solely is to reschedule the ad in the next
regular edition at the regular advertising
rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads
from students, faculty and staff must be
non-commercial in nature and submitted in
writing, with the name of the sender, local
address, and phone number. No free ads
taken via telephone-at this price wedon't
take dictation. One free ad per person per
week. Commercial classified are 20 cents
per word with a $4 minimum per insertion.
Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail
subscriptions are not availabel at this time.
However, readers may visit our web site for
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Aries (March 21-April 20). Forgotten debts, past
workplace errors and lost documents may reappear.
Monday through Wednesday, watch for key officials to
demand new dedication and loyalty. In the coming weeks,
business obligations and daily duties will steadily increase.
Provide detailed paperwork and complex descriptions of
your efforts. After Wednesday, social timing is vital to new
friendships. Expect minor disputes, canceled plans and
last-minute reversals. Stay focused.

nications. Although consistent rules and permissions will
eventually be forthcoming, expect temporary delays. At
present, private power struggles and misinformation are
strong influences in the workplace. After Friday, romantic
passions will dramatically increase. Expect quick overtures
from potential lovers and a series of exotic invitations. Trust
your instincts. Attractions are deeply felt.

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Before midweek, a close
friend or lover may acknowledge your recent actions, support or accomplishments. For many Aquarians, unique
forms of flattery will lead to increased trust and renewed
intimacy. Listen to the wisdom of loved ones and accept all
genuine invitations. Over the next nine days, social or family
disputes can be easily resolved. Later this week, watch also
for a rare financial opportunity. Renewed investments and
long-term spending are accented.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Deeply felt romantic ideals
may be revealed over the next few days. After Tuesday,
expect loved ones to request added compliments or public displays of trust. Some Geminis also will experience
renewed sensuality and a returning faith in long-term
commitment. Stay open to unexpected proposals. Serious
long-term intentions will require discussion. Friday through
Sunday, family finances may be temporarily strained. Avoid
excess spending. Budgets are vital.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Loved ones may discuss home
renovations or shared family goals. Over the next nine
days, committed relationships may move to a new level of
security, intimacy and trust. Unattached Leos can expect
unique passions, sudden invitations and powerful romantic
overtures. After Thursday, watch also for unusual messages
from distant friends or isolated relatives. Relocation and job,
change may be a key feature. Offer encouragement and
wait for further announcements.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Vague contracts, revised
duties and moody officials may create strained commu-

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Unfinished relationships may
reappear and demand resolution. Late Monday, watch for
unique requests from friends or messages from the past.
Before mid-March, however, loved ones will ask for renewed
dedication, public support and reliable decisions. Remain
dedicated to present commitments, but expect ongoing
social triangles. Thursday through Sunday also accent
yesterday's financial obligations and renewed paperwork.
Remain attentive to small details.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22). Over the next nine days,
controversial workplace methods may trigger silent tensions
between colleagues. Previously trusted business tactics
will prove useless. Avoid public discussion or group competition, if possible. Disputes may be unavoidable. In the
coming weeks, team assignments will demand diplomacy.
Be prepared. After Thursday, key relationships experience
a powerful wave of rekindled attraction. Plan new events

If your birthday is this week... Complete all financial
proposals, property applications or funding documents before the end of February. Over the next few weeks, authority
figures, although emotionally vague or temporarily unavailable, will require clearly defined facts, reliable paperwork
and detailed records. Don't hesitate to be forthcoming.
Projects finalized over the next two to three months will be
quickly established as permanent. After mid-June, watch
also for a fast series of romantic or social proposals. Lo.ve
relationships may experience a powerful wave of sensuality,
attraction and renewed interest over the summer months.
If so, expect serious decisions or solid commitments to be
necessary before the end of September. Much of 2004 will
trigger a need for added romantic and financial security.

BLOOD PRESSURE.

BY
WILLIAM
MORTON
©MMIfl

TURN YOUR SKULL
AND COUGH.

PHYSICAL
mortco@m ndspririg.com
free access to current and past issues. Visit
www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of fhe
newspaper to have its edition placed online within 24 hours of publication. Breaking
news will be placed on-line as warranted.
The George-Anne is distributed free of
charge on the Georgia Southern University
campus through delivery sites located in
campus buildings, at off-campus sites, and
in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one
free copy, and a second for a roommate
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or acquaintance, at distribution sites.
Additional copies are 35 cents each1 and are
available at the Williams Center. However,
unauthorized removal of additional copies
from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors
will seek to have any person(s) who removes
more than the authorized number of copies
from distribution sites prosecuted to the full
extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them AH" - from Robert
Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call Bob
and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

20 Announcements
FEELING SAD blue because no one attend
your club meetings? Put an announceme
in The George-Anne classified section and
fill those empty seats! Just Rip Us Off, it's
free!
HAVE A special friend or significant other
with an upcoming birthday? Show your love
by announcing to the world that it's their
birthday! Place an ad in the G-A today.

40 Autos for Sale
2002 FORD Ranger XLT Reg. Cab. Red,
4cyl, 5spd, CD player, 20k miles. $9,000
or take over payments $278.90/month. Call
James after 5 p.m. 706-437-0842.
JUST GOT a new car, need to sell your old
one? Place and ad in The George-Anne and
15,000 people are going to read about it.
1985 BUICK Regal (white) for sale. New
tires and battery. $1000. MUST SELL! Call
Sandra 489-2110.
'99 CHEVY Blazer, 4DR, 2WD, Black,
■ 70K miles, excellent condition. $8,000
obo. Please call 682-2116 to see or drive,
vehicle is in Statesboro.

55 Books - Swap or Sell
NEED TO sell old books? Buy new ones?
Place an ad in The George-Anne and take
care of the book situation. Stop by the
Williams Center, room 2023 for details.

60 Business Opportunities
- YOU MUST COMPLETE THIS PART TO QUALIFY FOR FREEBIE ■

POB

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Financial discussions may
demand special diplomacy over the next nine days. Pay
close attention to the continuing expectations of loved ones.
Before March, practical decisions, property contracts and
outstanding bills will need to be settled. Stay dedicated to
small duties. In the coming weeks, your ability to complete
difficult assignments will prove invaluable. Late Saturday,
romance is pleasing. Enjoy quiet encounters and subtle
overtures for your affection.

THE

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

Name

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21). Withheld emotions and
unique observations may challenge a close relationship.
Over the next nine days, watch for fast social reversals and
bold discussions. The past behavior or outdated opinions
of loved ones may need to be publicly addressed and resolved. Don't be shy. Although unsettling, your insights will
prove invaluable. Thursday through Sunday, family planning
and home renovations are accented. Stay open. Relatives
will press for fast changes.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Yesterday's business
ideals and postponed career dreams may rise quickly to the
surface. Long-term friends and close relatives will expect
renewed ambitions and obvious progress. Find positive
ways to study new skills or bring added work enjoyment
into your life. Late Wednesday, loved ones will gently ask for
public compliments or sentimental comments. Be forthcoming. At present, social doubts and fears of abandonment
may be deeply felt.

Taurus (April 21-May 20). Early this week, long-term
relationships begin several weeks of open discussion. After
Tuesday, expect loved ones to no longer remain silent or
avoid difficult subjects. Past financial or business disputes
need to be resolved. Ask loved ones for special permissions,
revised expectations or new acceptance. Later this week,
respond quickly to revitalized vitality in the lower back, ribs
or abdomen. Over the next four weeks, fitness will steadily
improve. Stay involved.

Cancer (June 22-July 22). Beginning Tuesday and
lasting three weeks, work duties and family obligations will
compete for equal attention. Although business relations
are complex, loved ones need your honest support and
continued dedication. Muddle through and wait for reliable
change. Before mid-March, others will rely heavily on
your example. Later this week, watch also for a sudden
increase in social invitations and group events. Stay balanced; friends will expect fast promises.

and enjoy private encounters.

Phone # _

NEED AN extra $36,000.00 a year?
Vending route for sale. 50 high traffic
locations. Cost $5000. 1-800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com
SPECIAL REMINDER: time spent at the
career center is inversely proportionate to the
time spent living in your parent's basement.
To learn more, call 681-5197 today!

70 Child Care
NEED A babysitter? Place an ad in The
George-Anne classified section, and we
promise, one of the 16,000 students on
this campus will respond.

75 Churches
DOES YOUR church have student services
or meetings? Place an ad in The GeorgeAnne and new members might join.

80 Compiuters & Software
COMPUTER FOR SALE. Dell Pentium 4,
2.4 GHZ, 256 RAM, 60 GB hard drive. DVD,
CD-RW, Zip, Floppy Drives. Windows XP

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
"SPRING BREAK**
Book early and save $$$! World's
longest Keg Party - Free beer all week!
Live band & DJ, Wet T-Shirt, Hard
Body & Venus Swimwear contest.
Suites up to 12 people, 3 pools, huge
beachfront hot tub, river ride, water
slide, jet skis, parasail.

Sandpiper-Beacon
Beach Resort

800-488-8828
www.sandpiperbeacon.com

?<itiii«n<i Citu $eaeht NorjdQ!
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i-ALL taxes, and fees_

Party Package Option

1-883-SPRING BREAK
www.srvo£HTcrrxc(m
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HEALTH
SERVICES
Quality • Caring • Convenient

www.gasou.edu/health
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and other installed software. 1 year old.
$600 obo. Call Darren 681-7014.

90 Education
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FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun. Online at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

The Miscellany
needs your
submissions!

120 Furniture & Appliances
ROUND DINING table for sale. Like-new
condition. $150. 681-5076.

140 Help Wanted
MODELS NEEDED for drawing class on
Tuesdays and Thursdays 2:00pm to 4:
30pm. Georgia Southern University. 21
years or older. Contact Art Department
at 681-5358.
CALLIGRAPHERS WANTED
Will pay $75.00
Saturday, March 6
9:30-1:30
Call Kandice
Foreign Language Dept.
681-5281 before noon daily
AMERICA READS needs your help! If
you enjoy helping children and are workstudy eligible, please call Mary Woods in
the Educational Opportunities Program
for details.
BARTENDER TRAINEES Needed
$250 a day potential
Local Positions

The Miscellany is Georgia Southern's
magazine of the arts and literature. We
are looking for submissions in fiction,
creative non-fiction, and creative essay,
up to 1500 words, in poetry or prosepoetry of any length, and in the visual

1-800-293-3985 ext. 312

arts of any medium, such as drawing,

150 Lost& Found

painting, photography, graphic design,

LOSE SOMETHING? Find it by placing an
ad in The G-A today.

sculpture, etc.

Submissions must be

160 Miscellaneous for Sale
NEEDTO sell something...anything? Putitin
TheGeorge-Anne'sclassifiedsection. One
man's trash is another man's treasure.
VALENTINES DAY is approaching! Be
prepared to romance that loved one! Order
your silk flowers today! Great price and they
last forever! To order call: 541-6443.

180 Musical
MUSICIANS WANTED for local rock
band. Vocals, bass, guitar, drums. Female
or male. Large rehearsal space available.
Call Michael, 489-2441.
NEED GUITAR lessons? Hire a reliable,
patient, and experienced guitarist! Call
839-4345 and please leave a message.
Nights only!

190 Personal
BHOLE, I just wanted to say that I love
you, and I always will. Love always, your
Pop Tart. *

m

200 Pets & Supplies
FREE:TWO Parakeets, very healthy, one
yellow, one blue. Large cage, cover, feeding
dishes, toys. Call 489-5254.
FREE HAMSTERS. They make great pets
and are only three months old. Call 688-7695
for more information.

220 Rentals & Real Estate
«•

f

HOOD HAS HOUSES FOR LEASE IN AUGUST
NO PETS. 24 HOUR REPAIRS. 764-6076
ATTENTION STUDENTS: Please read Hood's
Website: DIRTYBANKING.COM
SUBLEASER NEEDED St. James Place
#106. June and July. Rent is $325 with
water included. Graduating, furniture may
be available. Contact Teresa at 478-320-

received in electronic form, along with a

"If not for substandard SAT scores and a
public urination rap, that would be me,"
7753.
TIRED OF ROOMMATES? Want you own
apartment? $265+ flexible leases — Quiet
Environment. Also, 2 + 3 BR Houses
recently renovated. Call Parker Realty at
764-5623.
NEED TO sublease your apartment?
Advertise on Off-Campus Housing Office
website. Sublease forms available in Russell
Union 2022.

line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/

funstuff/
BAHAMAS SPECIAL
SPRING BREAK &
WINTER BREAK
$199.00 per person!
5 days/4 nights
Package includes:
•Round trip cruise
Plus
*Food aboard ship
Plus
"Resort accommodations
on Grand Bahama Island

230 Roommates
CAMPUS CLUB male sublease needed.
$300/month all inclusive, regular $415/
month. Call 912-681-3840 after 4 p.m.
STILL TRYING to figure out a way to fill
that empty bedroom? Place an ad in The
George-Anne and find a roommate in no
time.
ROOM AVAILABLE in 3 BR/3 BA, Garden
District Apartments, $400/mo. includes
utilities. Available ASAP...Please call 850651-1404 (collect if necessary).
NEED A roommate? Advertise on OffCampus Housing Website. Roommate forms
available in Russell Union 2022.

240 Services
ADOPT Apet and save a life. Bulloch County
Animal Shelter, visit301 North Statesboro or
www.adoptionfairy@petfinder.com.

290 Travel

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web

s*
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site for list of places to visit and things to
do that are both educational and fun. On-
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819 Robin Hood Trail
Office-Clubhouse Box # 97
Statesboro, GA 30458
912.681.2440 Office
912.681.2447 Fax
seaaparts @ frontiernet.net

Toll Free:
888-85-BEACH
. (888-852-3224)
www.GoBahama.com
CANCUN, MEXICO. 7 Day student summer
trip! Includes: 7 day stay at the 6 star
Oasis Hotel on the strip of Fat Tuesdays
and many other hot clubs, airfare, and 14
free meals. $700.00 for everything you see
plus more. Call for details. Justin Hodges
912-604-9886.
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!
Or visit
www.Sunchase.com
PANAMA CITYBEACH.FL
"Spring Break"

2 Bedroom/2 Bath
Starting @ $230 Per Person.
Fully Equipped Kitchens
Walk-In Closets
Washer & Dryer

Sand Volley Ball
Swimming Pool
Fishing Lake

Give Us A Call

681-2440

World Famous Tiki Bar
Sandpipper Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
www.sandpipperbeacon.com
'The Fun Place"
SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida, ((low hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts. Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

printed copy. Submission packets, which
include a cover sheet and submission
guidelines, can be picked up at the
Miscellany office,Williams Center 2009.
Submissions can be sent to Jerome
Powell, P.O. Box 8001, or emailed to
miscmag@gasou.edu.

305 Volunteers
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED at the Bulloch
County Animal Shelter, www.adoptionfair
y@petfinder.com.
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Come
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Wednesday, February 18
10:30am - 2:00pm
Russell Union Commons

Located Across From Paulson Stadium
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Jackson's Super Bowl performance:

Taking shock to a new level
By Nekesa Mumbi Moody
KRT Campus

NEW YORK- Suddenly, Britney
and Madonna's smoochfest seems Grated
Janet Jackson's boobylicious
performance with Justin Timberlake
at the Super Bowl halftime show on
Sunday has sparked a federal investigation and set new standards for
raunch in an entertainment industry
that seems to be setting new highs
- or lows - every day.
When Timberlake snatched off
part of Jackson's bustier, revealing
a breast clad only in a sun-shaped
"nipple shield," the barrier was not
broken, it was shattered before 89
million viewers:
In a statement released Monday
night, Jackson apologized and said
it was a last-minute stunt that went
awry.
"The decision to have a costume
reveal at the end of my halftime show
performance was made after final
rehearsals. MTV was completely
unaware of it," she said. "It was not
my intention that it go as far as it
did. I apologize to anyone offended
- including the audience, MTV, CBS
and the NFL."
Jackson's official Web site was
bombarded with angry postings. Her
spokeswoman, Jennifer Holiner, said
a red lace garment was supposed to
remain when Timberlake tore off the
outer covering.
Holiner said she was not sure
whether Jackson's medieval-looking nipple decoration was meant to
be seen.
Although Timberlake issued a
statement shortly after the show
blaming the debacle on a "wardrobe
malfunction," in comments to the
syndicated show "Access Hollywood"
right after the incident, he didn't seem
too sorry.
"Hey man, we love giving you
all something to talk about," he said,
laughing.

Federal Communications Commission chief Michael Powell said
in a statement, "Like millions of
Americans, my family and I gathered
around the television for a celebration.
Instead, that celebration was tainted
by a classless, crass and deplorable
stunt."
Powell promised an investigation,
with potential fines of up to $27,500.
If applied to each CBS station, the fine
could reach the millions.
In response to multiple phone calls
from the public .acting Houston police
chief Joe Breshears reiterated that no
criminal charges would be filed.
Despite the apparent premeditation
- the display coincided exactly with
Timberlake singing, "I'm gonna have
you naked by the end of this song"
- all involved denied that the peep
show was planned.
"This was done completely
without our knowledge," said Chris
Ender, entertainment spokesman for
CBS, which was deluged with angry
calls. "It wasn't rehearsed. It wasn't
discussed. It wasn't even hinted at.
... This is something we would have
never approved. We are angry and
embarrassed."
The NFL said it was "extremely
disappointed.",Several members of
Congress, the Parents Television
Council and the Traditional Values
Coalition expressed outrage. Even
halftime producer and CBS corporate
Viacom cousin MTV - the network
that has given us "Jackass," Diana
Ross fondling Lil Kim's pastied
breast and Madonna kissing Britney
Spears at last August's MTV Awards
- was contrite.
"Unrehearsed, unplanned, completely unintentional," said MTV.
But the display still raised questions such as: If it was an accident,
why did a choreographer promise
"shocking moments" in an interview
with the Web site MTV.com prior
to the show? And how could it be
a coincidence with the timing of the

The Killing Fields

"Surviving the Khmer Rouge:
A Photojournalisfs Perspective"

Monday, February 16

Tuesday, February 17

7:00pm

7:00pm

Russell Union
Theater

Russell Union
Ballroom

FREE

Light reception to follow.
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Dith Pran will share his own story of life under the Khmer Rouge,
and update us on major events since he escaped to Thailand in 1979.
He has recently compiled Children of Cambodia's Killing Fields:
Memoirs by Survivors, based on the experiences of children during
the Khmer Rouges reign of terror.
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Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake perform during the AOL halftime show of Super Bowl XXXVIII at
Reliant Stadium, Sunday, February
1,2004 in Houston,Texas.

• The New York Times
Photojournalist since
1980

words to Timberlake's song "Rock
Your Body"?
MTV Networks Group President
Judy McGrath says the shocker was
supposed to be Timberlake's appearance - and not what he did afterward.
McGrath was sitting in the audience
and didn't see the flash, but said the
pair "looked upset" afterward.
While she praised Jackson and
Timberlake as artists, she said: "I don't
appreciate someone who doesn't communicate what their plans are. I think it
was misguided move on their parts."
Whatever the intent of the stunt, it is
not the first time Jackson has used her
sexuality to grab an audience. Overthe
years, Jackson, 37, has evolved from a
shy innocent who barely showed her
ankles to a vamp who has bared almost
all on regular basis.
And of course, Jackson has a
new album, "Damita Jo," due out in
the spring. The single, "Just a Little
While," hit radio late last week. Already, the hype for the album promises a disc in which Jackson explores
- what else? - her sexuality.

• Received four honary
doctorate degrees
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• 1998 Medal of Honor
Recipient
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• Goodwill Ambassador
by the United Nations
High Commissioner
for Refugees

£t Part of my life is saving life. I dont
consider myself a politician or a hero.
I'm a messenger. If Cambodia is to survive,
she needs many voices"
J)
Sponsored by CLEC, the Georgia Humanities Council, USA Today,
The Department of University Housing, The George-Anne. The Multicultural Student Center,
The Center for International Studies, The Department of History, The Department of Communication Arts.
The Henderson Library, and Statesboro-Bulloch Regional Library.
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SOUTHERN ADVENTURES
SPRING BREAK '04

Tire, Alignment

t Exhaust Center

Loil?Change Special I
y^

612 S. Zetterower Avenue

489-4444
www.expresstuneandlube.com
|
Monday-Friday 7:30am-6:30pm |

Includes up to
5 qts. of Castrol
10W30or2nW50
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Located a half block north of Wendy's, L _ _ _ _ .
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MAUI SMOOTHIES £
COFFEE HOUSE
MAHI

Get upur juices flowing

Don't accept
imitations

620 fair road. #2
statesboro, ga 304S3
(912) 6S1-7979 or ta (912) 6SI-79S2
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(,OZ BranrteK Street, Ste. 9, Statesboro, CiA 3045H
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